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AIBtraet Soil moisture plays an importan t role in water an d energy balan ce in lan d-atmosphetic interaction。but is impacted direct— 

ly by the groundwater table．Dynamic variation of the groundwater table can  be described mathematically by a moving bo undary problem． 

In this paper，the moving bo un dary problem is reduced to a fixed  boun dary problem through a coordinate tran sformation．A new model of 

groundwater table simulation is developed using the mass—lumped  finite element method  an d is coupled with the lan d surface mod el of Vari一 

&ble Infiltratlon Capacity(VIC)．The simulation results show that the new model not only carl simulate the groundwater table dynamical— 

ly．but also can evade the choice of water table depth scale in computation with a low computation cost． 

Keywm'ds： land-atmospheric interactions，groundwa~r table， VIC mode1． 

China is fl developing country with the largest 

population in the world．China’s energy reso urses per 

person and water resources per person are only one 

half and fl quarter of the world average，respectively． 

AIthough the climate of the inland river areas in the 

north is continental， the climates of the other zones 

are co ntinental monsoon climates．The distribution of 

regional precipitation per year is not even．Totally， 

the precipitation per person is five percent of the 

world average⋯ ．The semi—arid region and semi—hu— 

mid region are the main production areas of wheat and 

cotton in China．but the peak period of water use in 

agriculture is just the low water season every year，so 

the climate is unfavorable to crop growth．Before the 

1940s or 1950s， the level of productivity was very 

low，so the water reso urces were not short．In fact， 

like other resources。 water also has fin inherent re— 

generation period  and there is fl limitation on maxi— 

mum exploitation． M any developed countries have 

adopted measures to prevent water resources from be— 

ing over exploited，such as America and Japan．But 

currently in China， excessive exploitation of ground— 

water usually OCCURS．The impact of climate change 

on water resources is arousing people’s interest． 

However，in the continental scale of China，the prob— 

lem of lan d—atmospheric interactions is not being re— 

searched systematically， and especially the under— 

stan ding of how long the chang es in water reso urces 

will affect the environment is very insufficient．Many 

studies indicate that global temperature will increase 

by 3℃ or 4℃ in 100 years．This will accelerate the 

water cycle and make the probability and the intensity 

of extreme precipitation increase ．At the same time， 

the sea level will rise and sea water inbreak will be 

pricked up． 

W ater balance is fin impo rtant compo nent of the 

land surface process．After precipitation reaches the 

surface of the ground．some of it infiltrates into the 

so il becoming soil moisture or ground water， and 

so me of it flows into rivers or lakes becoming  land 

sutrace water．Ground water and surface water con— 

verge to the sea mainly via rivers．A lot of surface 

water，soil moisture，and ground water return to at— 

mosphere through evapotranspiration，and some will 

precipitate to the Earth’s surface again．As the depth 

to the sutrace of the groundwater is shallow。 the 

groundwater table distribution is therefore closely re— 

lated with so il moisture． The interaction between 

them is fin impo rtant physical process of land—atmo— 

spheric interactions ．In the coupling of fl regional 

or global climate mod el with fl land surface model。 

the latter supplies the former’s lower boundary co ndi— 

tions． Impact of the groundwater level on the soil 

moisture，and further，the water and energy budgets 

in the climate model is more impo rtant[3～1。。
． M ost of 
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land suIdace models． such as IAP94 L川， 

VIC[4，5，11·12]
，

BATS， LSM ， SIB[w]， consider the 

variation of soil moisture only near the land surface， 

and suppose that the lower boundary condition of the 

so il moisture process is a constant or merely due to 

gravitational drainage． By neglecting the dynamic 

variability of the groundwater table，the mechanism 

of soil moisture flow is unreasonable．which brings a 

disadvantage to the simulation and prediction re— 

search．Recently，Xie et a1．transformed the dynamic 

presentation of the groundwater table in the land sur— 

face model into a moving boundary(between saturat— 

ed and unsaturated flow)problem，and the mass- 

lumped finite element method was introduced to es— 

tablish the numerical mod e1．The soil moisture model 

was coupled with the VIC model so it could present 

the groundwater table dynamically in land—．atmospher—． 

ic interactions． In their method ． the saturated and 

unsaturated areas are delaminated uniformly，and the 

Richards equation is solved with the pre—estimate and 

correct iteration processes． 

In this Paper，a coordinate transform is used to 

reduce the moving bo undary problem to a fixed 

bo undary problem L 川 ．Discretization is considered on— 

lY in the unsaturated area and thus with the same 

number of discrete layers． the grid resolution is 

raised．During  the solving step， the grid number is 

fixed，and with abo ut 20 grid points，a high resolu— 

tion result earl be obtained，so the computational cost 

is decreased．The results given by the new soil mois— 

ture mod el coupled with the VIC model show that not 

only can the new method  simulate the groundwater 

table dyn am ically， but also the choice of water table 

depth scale is avoided and the computational cost is 

decreased．The coupled mod el can be applied to the 

simulations of land—atmospheric interaction，climate， 

an d water resources ． 

1 Parameterization of a groundwater table in 

a land surface model 

SO il moisture can be in the form s of vapourous 

water，adso rption water，capillary water，and gravi— 

tational water．The gravitational water moves down— 

ward and gathers abo ve the imperm eable layer．Thus 

the po ros ity of this layer is filled by so il moisture．so 

the layer is nam ed the saturated zone．Except for ad— 

sorption water and capillary water，most of the po ros— 

ity abo ve the saturated zone is filled with air and so 

this layer is nam ed the vadose zone．The interface be— 

tween the saturated zone and vadose zone is the 

groundwater table．The pressure at the groundwater 

table is the atmospheric pressure． 

Based on the horizontal reso lution of the general 

circulation mode1． the horizontal movement of so il 

moisure is neglected． Considering the saturated and 

unsaturated water flow problems in one dimension， 

let the z axis downward be positive and the origin of 

the coordinate be the land surface． (z，t)is the vol— 

umetric moisture content at time t and depth z．Un— 

der the condition of nonconstant infiltration or evapo — 

ration on the land surface，let the infiltration be posi— 

tive and the evapo ration be negative．Based on the 

Darcy’s law and the principle of continuity， we ob— 

tain the following Richards equation of the unsaturat— 

ed flow： 

= 妻(D( ) )一 ， (1) 
where [L ／L ]is the volumetric moisture content， 

D ( )[L ／T] the soil water diffusivity， and 

K(O)[L／T]the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity． 

The upper bo undary condition can be written as 

q )= K( )一D( ) ， (2) 

where q0(t)is the flux of the land surface(infiltra— 

tion or evaporation)．In most land surface models， 
the following fitting  relations are taken[ 引 ： 

)： K。 ¨ 
， 

叩  ， 

where K s is the sa turated hydraulic conductivity， 0s 

the sa turated volumetric moisture content， the 

saturated water head，and b the Clapp and Hornberg— 
er constant[15]

． 

Let口(t)be the depth from the land surface to 

the groundwater table．The groundwater table(mov— 

ing boundary)divides the saturated and unsaturated 

areas into two different parts．So，at the groundwater 

table，we have 

0(z，t)= 0。． (3) 

A zero pressure condition and given flux condition at 

the groundwater table are usually used to describe the 

moving  bo undary．In this paper，the latter is chosen
．  

W e suppo se that 

[ )一叩) 一㈩一Qb( ， 
(4) 

where Qb(t)is the base flow[引，and the effective 

po rosity in the po rous medium[ 6。
． The initial c0ndi— 

tion is 
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0( ，0)= O0( )， 0≤ 2≤ 口(0)， (5) 

and at z=口(0) 

00(z)= 0 ． (6) 

The soil moisture distribution ( ，t) and the 

groundwater table口(t)are solved by(1)and (4) 

with the boundary conditions(2)and(3)and the 

initial conditions(5)and(6)．The evaporation from 

the top layer(a 10 am soil layer from the land surface 

in the VIC mode1)，the transpiration from vegetation 

roots，and the base flow from the unsaturated area are 

presented in(2)and(4)．If the groundwater table 

口(t)is known，the soll moisture of the unsaturated 

area carl be obtained with the common numerical 

methods(see Refs．[17--19])．In this study，口(t) 
is time dependent．Supposing that 

_
-z- r口(t) 

0(t)= I ( ，t)dz， 

integrating(1)on the interval(0，口(t))，and con． 

side Ilg(2)and(4)，we can ge dO一  dR( +n ) 

q0(￡)一Qb(￡)·Let z 高 ，r ￡．Then the 
primitive equation can be rewritten as 

+ 

口 
26+ Z· —n 口 

一  ( )Ⅱ' 

an d co rrespo ndingly，the upper and lower 

conditions are r)= K ( )一 

o(x，r)I ：l=o。respectively． By (7) 

bo undary conditions，we can obtain 

dR 

dr —— 

dO
+ Qb— q0 + 一 

广1 

where 0(r)= 1 0(x，r)dx．Integrating the above 
J 0 

equation on(r，f+Ar)，we have 

口(r+Ar)一口(r) 

0。一 0+ n { (r+△r)一 ( )] 

+

．r(Q 一qo)dr}． +l (Qb一 )dr}． 
Let H ( )= { ∈H’(D)， (1)=0}，where is 

the interval [0，1]and H’(0)is a Sobolev space． 

The equivalent variational form of(7)can be written 

)+( ) 

／ 
、 口 

+ l’ 
口 f 0 

where(·，·)is the 

一  

0

+ 

0

’ 

口 ， I J 口 

一 j。1 眈dz—j。1 (8) r 。 ‘ 
inner product in L (0)space． 

Divide[0，1]into，2 parts，so there are，2+1 
grid po ints：0= zl< l-2< ⋯ < zn+l= 1，where zl 

and zn+l are the bo undary po ints． Denote e = 

(zf，z +1)，i=1，⋯， for subdomains．Define a 

finite element space Yh C HE1(0)such that Vh= 

{ ∈̂C[0，1]， Î e{is a linear function，1≤ ≤n， 

and (1)=0}．Let }(== be the finite element 

basic functions {(z )： f (i，J=1，⋯， )．Then 0 

can be written as follows： 

O(x，r)=∑X (r) (z)+0 ． 

By the expression of 0 and(8)，we can obtain the se— 

mi—discrete equations： 

A]{x}+In]{dx~-}={F}， (9) 
【{x(0)}=(00(z1)一0。，⋯，00(z )一02)T， 

where 

[A]= [A ]， 

A = [ 譬差+ ]dz， 
[B]= [B ]，B = 

F}= [ ]， 

dz， 
J 0 

耻 一[ 一 

+ [ 一 和] d (z) dx ’ 
{X}= (Xl(t)，⋯，X (t))T， 

f l—f- ．．dX, ． 1 T I 
dr J一＼dr’⋯’dr J’ 

(枷 z 
u J o 

Li，J= 1，⋯ ，n， 

and 00 is the initial condition after the coordinate 

transform ing． 

To slove the nonlinear ordinary differential equa— 

tion(9)，the time discrete scheme is 

ff l≈ 兰地  I d
r J Ar ’ (1O) 

【{x} ／ ≈∞{x}r+Ar+(1一∞){X}l-， 

where A r is the time step and cu the weighting coe ffi— 

cient，04∞≤ 1．The coefficients in Eq．(9)take the 

values of time(r+At／2)．According to the time 

discrete scheme(10)，the full discrete scheme can be 

) y d e 蛔 眦 0 i u = z缸 
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written as 

[A]r r／ (∞{X} + (1一∞){X} ) 

+[B]r r／ 

then we have 

[P] ／ {X} = [ Q]r r／ {X}r 

{F}什 ～／， 

+ {F}r ～／， 

(11) 

where[P ]= ∞ [A ]+ 1 [B ] and [Q ]= 

- 1)[A]+ [B]．since the mass-1umped finite 

element method is used in computation．and all ele． 

ments in each row are summed up into the main—diag— 

onal element， oscillatory non-physical profiles are e— 

vaded．W hen ∞ = 1．an im plicit—in-time finite—differ． 

ence scheme results，even through the various coeffi． 

cients are evaluated at the half—time leve1．W hen ∞= 

1／2，on the other hand，a time—centered，Crank— 

Nieolso n type algorithm is obtained． To be able to 

solve{X}一 At from {X} ，one needs the estimates of 

the coefficients K and D and then the coefficient ma． 

trices[A]，[B]，[F]and[P]，[Q]at the half—time 

level r+At／2．We take an iterative method to solve 

the problem ： 

Step 1．{X} 

extrapolation from {X} 

then{X} equals{ 

is obtained through a linear 
一  

and {X} ．If r=0， 

X} ． 

Step 2．Solve{X} by{X} and{X} ． 

Step 3．uSe t X}r+At／2= 1({x} +I X}r+ ) 

to get the next{X} ／． 

W ood et a1．[2 ])
． V IC calculates the vertical energy 

and water fluxes based on the soil properties and veg— 

etation types on grid cells，which include subgrid spa— 

tial variability of infiltration capacity and precipita— 

tion． and vegetation types within a grid cel1． The 

drainage between neighboring soil layers is presented 

dynamically and the unsaturated moisture conductivi— 

ty is the po wer function of soil moistureL 14 J．The base 

fl0w f0lIc1ws the Arno rood el conceptualization，which 

is applied only to the lowest so il layer． In order to 

calculate the subgrid variability of infiltration， the 

VIC model adopts the method of the Xinanjiang mod— 

e1[25]
． In this method．the acquirable infiltration ca— 

pacity described by a spatial probability distribution is 

used as a function of the fraction of the saturated 

area． The excessive precipitation directly forms the 

surface runoff．Every soil column is divided into three 

layers and the depth of these layers is given in the 

mode1。 

At each time step．the VIC model first calculates 

the surface fluxes based on the three layers， which 

are used as the infiltration condition of the soil mois— 

ture model。 Secondly， the soil moisture model is 

called to calculate the moisture and the water table on 

the fine grid system of the soil moisture mod el itself 

and redistributes the moisture on the fine grid to the 

three layers．AI1d then the base flow， evapo ration， 

and energy budget are solved on the three layers．At 

the next time step， the initial condition of the soil 

moisture mod el takes the moisture values on the fine 

grid， instead of the three layers， calculated by the 

last time step． 

Step 4．Use {X} and the new {X} ／ to get 
the next{X}r+△f． 3 Numerical simulations 

Step 5．Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until the dif 

ference of the two neighboring{X}H is less than a 

given value． 

2 Coupling of the soil moisture model with 

the VIC model 

Liang et a1．described the VIC modelin[4]and 

[5】in detail．The VIC model is a macroscale hydro． 
1ogic mod el which is based on the energy and water 

balan ce equations and carl be run on grid cells．The 

macroscale here denotes the critical scale described by 

subgrid spatial var iability by means of statistics 

(Wood et a1．L20])．The VIC model has been used 

successfully on lorig rivers(for example，Abdulla et 
a1．[21]

，
Lohmann et a1．[22]

， Nijssen et a1．[2 31． and 

In this section， groundwater tables simulated 

with the soil moisture model and the coupling of the 

soil moisture model with the VIC mod el are compared 

with the observational data．W e take the groundwa— 

ter table of the monitoring well as the observational 

data and the data of the meteorological station near 

the well as the forcing data．Two kinds of numerical 

tests are considered：(1)Based on the precipitation， 
the maximum and the minimum temperatures， the 

runoff(surface runoff and base flow)and evaporation 

are calculated by the VIC mod el whose surface runoff 

mechanism has been improved，an d further the infil— 

tration is obtained．Taking  the infiltration as the up— 

per bo undary condition，we can simulate the ground— 

water table with the new soil moisture mod el and 

then compare it with the observational data．(2)The 

— 
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new soil moisture model coupled with the VIC model 

is run to simulate the groundwater table with the 

forcing data of the meteorological station and the ini— 

tial condition of the observational data． 

For the two types of simulation，let the positive 

direction be downward and the origin of coordinates 

be at the land surface．M ap the part between the land 

surface and the water table to the interval[0，1]，and 
then divide the interval into layers evenly． so the 

spatial step of the soil moisture modelis 1／ ．and the 

time step is At=24 h． 

The water tables of USGS monitoring wells 

AG700 in A1legheny County and LB372 in Lebanon 

Co unty of Pennsylvania are taken as the observational 

data．The meteo rological data nearby these two wells 

are the forcing  data．The location of well AG700 is 

40。37 34 N 80。06 30 W ．the diameter is 15 cm．and 

the depth is 30．5 m ．The location of well LB372 is 

40。22 07 N 76。18 08 W ．the diameter is 15．24 tin， 

an d the depth is 24．4 m ．The meteorological station 

nearby well AG700 is Bigleverville Station in Alleghe— 

ny Co unty．an d its coo perative ID is 366993．The co— 

ordinates of Bigleverville Station are 40。30 N 

80。14 W  and it belongs to the Lower A1legheny River 

basin．The meteo rological station nearby well LB372 

is Lebanon 2 w Station in Lebanon County．Its coo p— 

erative ID is 364896 and coordinates are 40。20 N 

76。28 W ．The data of the groundwater table is pro— 

vided by USGS and the meteo rolclgical data is provid— 

ed bv NCDC． W e denote the initial water table as 

Deep0 and the residual moisture as 0r(refer to 

Table 1)． 

Table 1． Soil parameters and initial conditions corresponding to moni 

oring wells 

3．1 Simulation of the soil moisture model(offline 

simulation) 

For the well AG700．the sudace runoff，infiltra— 

tion．and the base flow are obtained by the VIC mod— 

el with the meteorological data(1 September 1991～ 

30 September 1998)．Then the groundwater table is 

simulated by the new so il moisture model with the 

VIC model output． The initial depth of the water 

table is 2．48 m and the unsaturated area is divided in— 

to 20 layers after the coordinate transfoITII．Fig．1(a) 

gives the daily precipitation series． The “offline’’ 

curve vs．the“observation”curve in Fig．1(b)shows 

the comparison of the groundwater table between the 

offline test and the observational data． 

Time(Sept．1，1991一Sept．30，1998) 

Time(Sept．1，1991一Sept．30，1998) 

． 1． Comparison of the water table of well AG700 between the simulation results and the observational data．(a)Precipitation series； 

(b)commrison of the water tables． 

一I．p．II善一／uo 【。2 一II善一／a—D暑童∞事当l0三ld 
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3．2 Simulation of the soil moisture model coupled 

with the VIC model 

Using the coupled model(soil moisture model 

coupled with the VIC mode1)，the groundwater table 
is simulated with the meteorological data and the ini— 

tial observational data under the same grid system as 

the offline test， and is compared with the observa— 

tional data．In Fig．1(b)，the“coupled”curve vs． 
the‘‘observation” curve shows the comparison of the 

groundwater table between the coupled simulation 

and the observational data． From the figure． it is 

shown that the observed groundwater table is simulat— 

ed quite wel1 by the coupled model an d the three 

curves co incide generally to a great extent． 

For the well LB372，the sudace runoff，infiltra— 

tion．and the base flow are obtained by the VIC mod— 

el with the meteorolc，gical data(1 October 1991～30 

December 1998)．Then the new soil moisture model 

is called to simulate the groundwater table and the soil 

moisture． The initial depth of the water table is 

3．35 m and the unsaturated area is again divided into 

20 layers．Fig．2(a)gives the daily precipitation se— 

ries．Fig．2(b)shows the comparison of the ground— 

water table between the coupled test and the observa— 

tional data．From Figs．1 an d 2．it is shown that the 

so il moisture model can capture the groundwater table 

dynamically to a great extent． 

Time(Oct．1，1991-Sept．30，1998】 

Time(Oct．1，1991-Sept．30，1998) 

Fig．2． Comparison of the water table of well LB372 between the simulation result and the observational data
． (a)Precipitation series； 

(b)comparLson ofthewatertables． 

4 Conclusion 

In lan d—atmospheric interactions， the dynamic 

variation of the groundwater table can be described as 

a moving  boundary problem ．In this paper，the mow— 

ing boundary problem is reduced to a fixed boundary 

problem by coordinate transformation．A new model 

for simulating  groundwater table is developed using 

the mass-lumped finite element method ． W ith this 

method ， discretization is needed only in the unsatu— 

rated area，and with abo ut 20 grid points．a high res— 

olution result can be obtained，and the computational 

cost is decreased．Two kinds of tests(offline test and 

coupled test)show that the simulation results coincide 
with the observational data generally to a’great ex— 

tent．This study is significan t since it captures the 

general nonlinear interaction of the climate system。 

improves the understanding of the interaction be— 

tween groundwater and soil moisture，and researches 

the impacts of climate changes on groundwater． 
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